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MESSAGE FROM THE

HEAD TEACHER
Edenfield Girls’ High School (EGHS) is a forward-thinking 

school which aims to provide an education for life for all 

students. We offer an enjoyable, successful and enriching 

learning experience within a caring and supportive 

environment that celebrates the individuality of every 

student.

The need for students to receive a good education has 

never been as important as it is today. As new careers and 

technologies emerge and competition in the workplace 

increases, now more than ever students need to be flexible, 

self-disciplined, confident, and above all, have excellent 

academic qualifications.

Working towards the highest standards is central to the 

school ethos, which expects every student to do their 

very best, to achieve well in their academic studies and 

to participate fully in extra-curricular activities. This takes 

place in an environment where every student is encouraged 

to give their all and where each individual can develop her 

talents to the full.

Upon leaving EGHS, our students will be responsible, 

resilient citizens who have the confidence to adhere to 

their Islamic practices and make a positive contribution to 

a global society.

Mrs. Yaasmin Mubarak
Head Teacher
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Inspire our girls to 
achieve academic, 

behavioural and moral 
excellence, allowing 

them to live as happy, 
successful individuals. 

MISSION
STATEMENT

EGHS is part of a consortium of schools operated by 

Fountains of Knowledge (registered charity), which has 

been established for over 20 years, and operates an 

outstanding primary school, nursery and tuition centre. 

EGHS is an independent school for girls aged 11-16. It was 

established in pursuance of academic excellence bound by 

a strong moral ethos. In accordance with Islamic tradition 

entwined with strong British Values, we promote social 

responsibility, tolerance and inclusion for all.

The ethos of the school is founded upon identifying and 

nurturing the skills and talents of individual girls and to 

assist them to realise their full potential. This enables 

them to understand how they can contribute to their 

communities as well-equipped British citizens. 

As part of the Fountains of Knowledge consortium, our 

staff and students have access to premises, resources and 

educational expertise from our wider charitable trust, as 

well as our regional and national links with other schools 

and organisations.

ABOUT US 
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We are committed to providing the highest quality of 

educational provision for all our students - which will enable 

them to reach their full potential and attain the levels of 

knowledge, understanding and leadership skills that British 

and International society demands for their future lives. 

FULL OF OPPORTUNITIES

Provide opportunities to develop social skills to enable 

children to work with the diverse groups British society is 

composed of, and to demonstrate a caring attitude towards 

others and the world around them.

Develop a partnership with parents and the wider 

community to provide the best for their children, both in 

their learning and character development.

Provide the students with a sound knowledge of Islam 

which is founded upon the methodology of the pious 

predecessors; knowledge which will encourage students to 

adhere to their religion in a noble and dignified manner 

that prioritises social harmony.

EQUALITY 

We are confident that our environment is welcoming 

and all of our community feel respected and valued 

as unique individuals. All members of our community 

expect to be treated with consideration and courtesy and 

to have their ‘voice’ heard. We value the opportunity for 

self-expression and we encourage our students to be 

involved in decision making. Of course with this freedom 

to express and be listened to comes responsibility and 

we do expect all of our community to be responsible.

 OUR ETHOS
 & VALUES
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EEGGHHSS

Excellence:
Aim for excellence in education, behaviour and morals.

Growth:
Continuous growth and improvement in all aspects of school and 
personal life.

Happiness:
School life should be one which promotes happiness and wellbeing 
as this helps students with their learning.

Service and Sincerity:
Our students should become leaders and role models who are 
sincere and seek to serve the community in which they live in order 
to bring about positive change. 
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  SCHOOL
  LIFE

  Showcase of work created by year 7 pupils
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We regularly meet in year groups or as a whole school 

community, where we focus on a common theme and we 

enjoy the opportunity to meet as a school. We use this 

time to celebrate publicly the many achievements of our 

students, to provoke thought and for reflection. Assemblies 

are taken by members of the Senior Leadership Team, 

governors, as well as staff and outside speakers.

ASSEMBLIES

EGHS is committed to the principle of equal opportunity 

for all students irrespective of disability or race. We seek 

to promote a shared sense of responsibility towards 

the development of the necessary attitudes, patterns 

of organisation and curriculum differentiation required 

to introduce approaches which address each student’s 

learning needs, including those of the most able.

PERSONALISED LEARNING

BEHAVIOUR EXPECTATIONS

ATTENDANCE

Good attendance is a key contributor to high attainment 

levels and therefore we expect a very high standard of 

attendance at our school. We have set attendance targets 

of 98% or above (no more than 4 days absence during the  

year). We do not authorise holidays during term time. 

We expect the highest standards of behaviour  from our 

students. Our behaviour policy outlines clear expectations, 

rewards and sanctions, if needed.  Students  are expected 

to behave in an exemplary manner  in lessons, in the 

playground and around the school. Any incidents  that do 

occur are recorded and reported to parents.  Staff are well 

trained on behaviour management. 

At EGHS, we operate an online behaviour management 

system, accessible to parents via an app, to inform parents 

about their child’s achievements and standard of behaviour.

PARENT-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP

Parental involvement and support are highly valued. 

Together, we strive to attain the highest standards of conduct 

and achievement from our students. Our Partnership 

Agreement underpins this mutual commitment. Parents 

are invited to join us for a variety of school functions and 

parents’ evenings throughout the year.  Parents are sent 

regular letters with important information.

Our main school hall
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Islamic studies class display
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A strong Islamic belief is the foundation of the emotional, 

social and spiritual education of our students. Daily prayer 

and Islamic Studies are an integral part of school life and 

reinforce the principles of the school. Through regular 

practice and involvement in charitable work, our students 

develop their own sense of identity and belonging in the 

community.

Under the guidance of Islam, students are able to explore 

their own humility and discipline, which promotes 

integration and social harmony within the wider community. 

Our British values of tolerance and mutual respect, 

democracy, rule of law and liberty, are actively promoted 

throughout the curriculum. Parents can be confident their 

daughters will leave this school as well-rounded, confident 

young women.

  FAITH &
  ENRICHMENT

Salah
Students are given the opportunity every day to 

perform their salah in our dedicated prayer room.

Iftar
Ramadhan, Eid and Hajj events and activities.

 

Charity
Regular fundraising activities to help those less 

fortunate than us.

Quran
Reading and memorising every day, and specific 

suras on certain days such as Sura Kahf on Fridays.

Assemblies
Special assemblies focusing on strengthening the 

faith and personality.

Self Progression
Set regular goals and encouragement in achieving 

goals in life.

Mentoring
For those students with emotional or behavioural 

challenges.

Leadership Groups
School council to represent students and engage 

them in opinions.

After School Clubs
Embroidery, calligraphy, science and technology and 

much more.Great importance is placed on pastoral care
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  CARING FOR
  EVERY INDIVIDUAL

PSHCE and wellbeing lessons cover a wide range of topics

and include sessions on physical and mental health, 

self-esteem and good citizenship. We also have ‘theme 

weeks’ across the school that focus on work/life balance, 

celebrating success and developing the resilience needed 

to cope with setbacks. 

We are totally committed to ensuring the wellbeing and 

safety of all our students, this is reflected in the way we 

promote a healthy lifestyle for all. We enjoy an increasingly 

good record in competitive sport, whilst encouraging 

maximum participation in a range of physical activities to 

suit varied interests.

We have dedicated First Aiders and an attendance officer 

who supports parents in ensuring the best possible 

attendance. We also offer structured and specialist 

guidance for those who may need it.

Girls enjoying a game of table tennis
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  PASTORAL CARE & SUPPORT

Making friends is something we know both children and 

parents worry about and we are focused on helping 

pupils find their feet as quickly as possible. Our active and 

connected Fountains of Knowledge alumnae community is 

proof that the friendships formed at EGHS last a lifetime.

Senior students are assigned to younger tutor groups 

and by developing positive relationships, offer additional 

support. All students are encouraged to develop a sense of 

responsibility towards one another.

Upon arrival at school, students join a tutor group in which 

the Form Tutor takes responsibility for their day-to-day 

wellbeing and for monitoring academic and social progress.

  SETTLING IN

Like you, we want your children, our students, to feel 

cared for, valued and supported; to enjoy learning and to 

achieve their potential. As such we place a great deal of 

emphasis on pastoral care. Pastoral care is a real strength 

at EGHS and it is the quality of this care that underpins the 

wonderful atmosphere, the high-quality relationships and 

the excellent levels of success in all spheres. A particular 

focus is the drive on ensuring positive mental health for 

both staff and students.

Senior Leaders and Heads of Key Stage work closely with 

Form Tutors and subject teachers to ensure the needs of 

students are being met and achievement is maximised.

A designated Safeguarding Officer, together with welfare 

staff ensure all safeguarding procedures and policies are 

of the highest standard. 

   EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

EGHS offers a range of extra-curricular activities specifically 

geared towards our girls.  Weekly MMA self-defence classes 

are led by a qualified female instructor with a variety of 

other clubs which run through the year. As an example, we 

currently have  calligraphy, embroidery and science clubs.

EGHS girls are encouraged to partake in a range of school 

activities such as world mental health day, careers events 

and charitable causes.  Outside speakers, such as the 

local MP, the police, fire service and people from a variety 

of public and private organisations regularly visit the 

school to share their experiences with our students.  We 

constantly aim to widen the opportunities and experiences 

offered to our students both inside and outside the formal 

classroom.  
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THE ONLY WAY
TO DO GREAT 
STUDY IS TO 
LOVE WHAT YOU 
DO

“

Thrilling activities during the PGL residential trip
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REASONS TO CHOOSE EGHS

Experienced and qualified Senior Leadership Team 

with over 20 years of experience in education.

A broad curriculum that balances traditional 

subjects alongside the active and creative in an 

Islamic environment.

Outstanding pastoral care that ensures pupils 

feel a real sense of belonging.

A commitment to academic excellence 

recognised by Ofsted in our report in 

2020.

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
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  EXTRA-CURRICULAR
  ACTIVITIES

SPORTS

SELF-DEFENCE 

RESIDENTIALS (PGL)

Our girls out canoeing
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EXPEDITIONS

TRIPS FIELD STUDIES

STEM ACTIVITIES
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 THE
 CURRICULUM  
When pupils join us at the start of Year 7, they complete the 

nationally recognised CAT tests (Cognitive Abilities Tests), 

so we know the starting point of each girl. Based on these, 

we set ambitious and challenging targets against which the 

girls are regularly assessed in each subject and tracked 

throughout the academic year. 

Effective interventions are put in place if any gaps are 

identified in expected progress. 

Our ambitious curriculum is designed to be broad and 

balanced in order to maximise our students’ exposure to a 

range of knowledge and skills.  

Alongside English, Maths Science, Humanities, Art and PE 

the girls learn two foreign languages: Arabic and French. 

Islamic studies and Quran are also taught as distinct 

subjects.  

Our networked computer suite utilises cloud computing. 

Google classrooms is the Virtual Learning Environment 

(VLE) we use to support learning beyond the classroom.  This 

placed us in a unique position to immediately facilitate live 

online lessons right from the start of the first UK lockdown 

in March 2020. A dedicated onsite ICT technician leads the 

school’s technological advances and helps support our 

blended online learning. 

Parents are able to track their child’s achievement and 

attitudes to learning via our behaviour management app 

in real time. 

EGHS Science Lab
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Science is different from any other subject. In 

order to understand its concepts, students have 

to look beyond books and conventional classroom 

teaching. 

In our science lab, we combine classroom 

teaching with laboratory experiments to ensure 

that the students grasp each and every concept 

thoroughly. 

By virtue of equipping our science lab with the 

latest equipment and supplies, we are preparing 

our students for the inevitable scientific advances 

yet to come.

Our students develop interest in scientific research 

and are encouraged to design their own projects, 

hypothesis, testing methodologies and scientific 

reports. This increases our students’ reasoning 

skill and they start to think deeply on theories and 

concepts.

All pupils follow the same extensive programme of study 

in Mathematics, English, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 

Computing, French, Art, History, Geography, Design 

Technology, Religious Studies, Islamic Studies, Arabic, 

Quran, PSHCE and Physical Education; thereby, going far 

beyond the statutory National Curriculum.

All pupils follow a compulsory programme of GCSEs in 

Mathematics, English Language, English Literature, Biology, 

Chemistry and Physics. In addition, pupils choose from a 

choice of further optional subjects to make up the EBacc 

from: Computing, History, Geography, Arabic, French and RE.  

Creative Arts, PSHCE and PE are pursued as non GCSE 

compulsory subjects.

  KEY STAGE 3   KEY STAGE 4

   OUR STATE
   OF THE ART
   SCIENCE LAB 
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Leaders have created a positive culture 
for learning with an expectation that 
only the best will do. Leaders and staff 
have high expectations of all pupils.

Ofsted 2020

Pupils’ excellent behaviour and 
attitudes to learning leave them well 
placed to benefit from the exciting 
curriculum that is provided.

Ofsted 2020

Alhamdulillah our daughter absolutely 
loves going to school and really enjoys 
her time there. She always has good 
words to say for the teachers and it’s nice 
to know her teachers are very pleased 
with her progress. 

Dr Y A - Parent

I really look forward to coming to 
school every day to meet my friends 
and teachers. We have lots of fun and 
learn so much every day!

Miss A - Student

  EGHS: A POSITIVE PLACE TO BE
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This is a great opportunity for you to visit 

our school, see our great facilities and 

meet the teachers.

VISIT OUR SCHOOL

Parents considering sending their daughter to EGHS must 

complete an admissions form from our website. 

We hold an open evening every year. For details, visit our 

website and follow us on social media.

Further details are available in our admissions policy.

To start your journey with EGHS, visit our 

website - www.edenfieldgirlshigh.com, 

call us on 01282 476 011 or email

info@edenfieldgirlshigh.com to arrange 

a visit or ask any questions.

To apply at our school, please complete 

the online application form by visiting

www.edenfieldgirlshigh.com/apply-now

GET IN TOUCH

BEGIN THE APPLICATION

  ADMISSION
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Edenfield Girls’ High School
Brunswick Street,
Nelson, Lancashire, BB9 0PQ

The Fountains of Knowledge Family

Al-Ikhlaas Primary School
35 Norfolk Street,
Nelson BB9 7SY

01282 618899

Edenfield Nursery
Brunswick Street, 
Nelson BB9 0PQ

01282 931354

Edenfield Girls’ High School 
Brunswick Street, 
Nelson BB9 0PQ

01282 476011

Phone
01282 476 011

Online
info@edenfieldgirlshigh.com 
www.edenfieldgirlshigh.com

Developing 
Confident
Young
Women


